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QUESTION ONE 30 marks

a) What is an algorithm [1mark]

b) Explain any four characteristics of  an algorithm [2 marks]

c) Using  a block diagram explain the following control structures in C programming

i. Sequence logic structure

ii. Decision logic structure

iii. Loop  structure [6 marks]

d) Explain the structure of C programing language [2 marks]

e) Use appropriate diagram and  an example  illustrate the working of the following control

structure{ illustration should include the syntax of each} [6 marks]

i. While

ii. Do while

iii. Switch statement

f) Write a C program  which can solve any quadratic equation by using the  if  else

statement when output is  discriminately negative [6 marks]

g) What is  an array ?, Explain how a three dimensional array are declared.            [4 marks]

h) Define  and explain following  in  introduction to programming

i. Primitive data types used in java programming

ii. Bitwise Operator

iii. Tilde operator

iv. Logical operators [6 marks]

QUESTION TWO 20marks

a) Write a program in C to accept two numbers compare them and displays the output which

is the greatest between them. [6 marks]
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b) Explain the following problem solving techniques used in programming.        [2 marks]

i. Decision tables

ii. Pseudo code

c) Explain any three operators in java programming. [3 marks]

d) Differentiate between variables and constants .                                                     [4 marks]

e) What is code re-use and how is it important in software development.                 [3 marks]

f) Illustrate using an example how commenting can be done in java programming.[2 marks]

QUESTION THREE 20marks

a) Draw a flow chart to calculate the area of  a triangle. [4 marks]
b) Explain the following terms  used in Unified modeling language. [4 marks]

i. Actor
ii. Relationship

iii. Extends
iv. Uses

c) Write a simple  program in java to display “welcome  to programing lecture”.  [2 marks]
d) Write a program in  java  programming language to add  2 x2 matrix.                [4 marks]
e) Explain parameter passing in C programming.                                                     [6 marks]

QUESTION FOUR 20marks

a) What is  program documentation and enumerate  four advantages  associated  with it

. [4marks]

b) Write  a program in java to demonstrate the use of switch statements. [4 marks]

c) Explain how throw and catch  are used in exceptional  handling .                     [4 marks]

d) Explain  the following  four fundamental principles of object oriented programming
. [8marks]

i. Abstraction
ii. Inheritance

iii. Encapsulation
iv. 2 Class and object
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QUESTION FIVE 20marks

a) Write a program in c programming language to perform a 3x3 multiplication matrix” .

. [10marks]

b) Write  a program in java to  illustrate the use of for loop.                                    [4 marks]

c) Draw a flow chart for a program that accepts each of the average mark of 10 students in a

class and then compute it for the class an average mark. The computer class average is

displayed appropriately. [6 marks]


